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Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Raleigh
Legacy 1986
ホームズが扱った事件に科学の側面から光を当てる 現代の科学捜査の先駆けともいえるホームズの物語に興味をそそられるであろう

科学探偵シャーロック・ホームズ 2021
january 1888 dr john h watson has returned to 221b baker street just
weeks after a personal tragedy has left him bereaved and bereft
feeling like a broken man his plans and dreams lying in ruin he slowly
tries to make his way forward with the help of sherlock holmes and mrs
hudson unexpectedly he finds himself standing in the path of a madman
who suddenly and irrationally blames watson for his apparent defeat
meanwhile holmes has tried to distract his grief stricken friend by
telling stories of his past cases including how a decade before he
recovered a mysterious relic the eye of heka stolen from the british
museum but holmes s plan to show watson this unique and ancient idol
goes suddenly and terribly wrong as both are swept into a series of
events one tumbling rapidly upon another that lead to thefts murders
and possibly a war that might quickly escalate to draw in nations from
most of the world and always there is the madman in the shadows
waiting for his next chance to attack from the notebooks of dr john h
watson comes another story by sherlockian david marcum author of over
eighty traditional holmes pastiches including those collected in the
papers of sherlock holmes sherlock holmes and a quantity of debt and
sherlock holmes tangled skeins join us as we return to baker street
and discover more authentic adventures of sherlock holmes the man
described by the estimable dr watson as the best and wisest whom i
have ever known the game is afoot

Sherlock Holmes and the Eye of Heka 2022-02-22
by the summer of 1908 sherlock holmes has left the baker street days
of crime and detection behind to take his retirement in a small sussex
cottage overlooking the sea holmes extends an invitation to his old
colleague and confidant dr watson to join him for a week s holiday
accepting the summons watson arrives anticipating long coastal walks
and pub lunches in the local village but his holiday takes a darker
turn when they spot a shadowy figure below the cliffs one night holmes
cannot reist the temptation to solve one more mystery and watson
realizes he was never invited to the country for recreation against
the backdrop of the stormy sussex coast suspicious men tragic family
history and a crafty theft weave an engaging and complex case that
only holmes and watson can crack cover page 4



Sherlock Holmes and the Lady in Black 2016
suspenseful stories from the all time best at sherlockian pastiche
ellery queen s mystery magazine drugged manacled condemned to a dank
cell in the depths of london s infamous newgate prison the world s
greatest literary detective awaits execution by a vengeful crew of
formidable enemies escape is impossible death a certainty but not for
sherlock holmes who in a stunning display of intellect and derring do
will elude his hangman s noose and live to fiddle spy and ratiocinate
another day

The Execution of Sherlock Holmes 2013-08-13
this collection contains four cases that chronicle sherlock holmes and
dr watson s quarter century of espionage against the german empire as
most readers know that campaign ended in triumph on the night of
august 2 1914 along the way there were many ups and downs some of them
recorded in this series the case of the dying emperor 1888 our heroes
journey to charlottenburg to defend frederick iii germany s stricken
emperor from the wily machinations of the iron chancellor otto von
bismarck and frederick s cold and calculating son the future kaiser
bill the inconvenient heir apparent 1898 holmes is summoned to geneva
by the legendary sisi empress elisabeth of austria to rake through the
coals of mayerling and learn the true fate of crown prince rudolf her
dead son a scandal in serbia 1903 the actual events behind a scandal
in bohemia get ready for surprising revelations about that story s
heroine and meet two non bohemian kings a hapless queen and
conspirators who will light the balkan powder keg that sets off world
war i the welbeck abbey shooting party 1913 a prequel to his last bow
can holmes save a threatened heir apparent without compromising his
more vital mission to outwit a german spy can watson spend a week in
the country with two beautiful aristocratic ladies and still go home
to his third wife

Sherlock Holmes and the Crowned Heads of Europe
2021-09-28
jabez wilson can t believe his luck he can join the redheaded league
and earn money just because of his fiery red hair but the league
suddenly breaks up and he loses the easy income wilson goes to
sherlock holmes and dr watson for answers can holmes discover the
truth behind this bizarre club



#07 Sherlock Holmes and the Redheaded League
2011-09-01
in december of 1912 at the london geology conference a fake ape man
fossil composed of an ape s jaw and part of a human skull was
presented as evidence of a newly discovered species of prehistoric man
named piltdown man for the site of its purported discovery in england
the hoax was a distraction to science for over forty years and an
embarrassment to anthorpology when modern analysis exposed the fakery
sherlockian scholars have long wondered at the singular omission of
the infamous piltdown hoax from the chronicals of dr watson did
sherlock holmes investigate and fail to discover the truth if he
discovered the truth why did he not expose it at the time new evidence
indicates that holmes did learn of the hoax why he kept it secret is a
sinister tale of grisly murders weird intrigues and the arcane
politics of a europe bent on rushing madly toward what historians
would call world war one holmes and watson risked death following a
trail of clues to a fantastic plot to use the london conference in a
scheme to unseat the crowned heads of europe holmes detected the hand
of professor moriarty behind the scenes and finally had moriarty in
his revolver sights

Sherlock Holmes and the Skull of Death 2001
in sir arthur conan doyle s classic tale of mystery mr sherlock holmes
and his associate dr watson are out to investigate the supernatural
sightings of an enormous black hound with blazing eyes and the
mysterious death of sir charles baskerville are just curious enough to
interest holmes he sends watson ahead with promises to follow discover
the facts uncovered by watson and holmes s deductions in the calico
illustrated classics adaptation of doyle s sherlock holmes and the
hound of the baskervilles calico chapter books is an imprint of magic
wagon a division of abdo group grades 3 8

Sherlock Holmes and the Hound of Baskervilles
2011-01-01
a hat a goose and a priceless blue gem can sherlock holmes add up the
clues when countess s blue gem is stolen and winds up inside a goose
sherlock holmes and dr watson jump on the case but will they ever find
the thief or is it just a wild goose chase



Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of the Blue
Gem 2018-08-01
this novel is an exciting fusion of a sherlock holmes mystery with the
ruritanian world of intrigue and skulduggery of anthony hope s novel
the prisoner of zenda

Sherlock Holmes and the Hentzau Affair
2007-09-10
sir arthur conan doyle s sherlock holmes and doctor watson feature in
three brand new and exciting adventures that you won t want to miss
the scarlet thread of murder three seemingly separate crimes three
detectives a mysterious stalker is on the loose in london known only
as the goblin man and his sights are set on a wealthy businessman
david daniels a horrific explosion rips through whitechapel
underground station and the prime suspect is a jewish anarchist and a
mrs clara edwards is searching for her missing lover philias jackson
what connects these three it s a dangerous and complex game that links
sherlock holmes investigator martin hewitt and former ripper
investigator and head of h division edmund reid a scandal in america
in 1888 mr sherlock holmes was beat by irene adler aka the woman after
her marriage to godfrey norton she left london two years later her
husband is found dead in his new york office apparently having
committed suicide irene adler believes it to be staged unable to
accept norton capable of such an end there is one person if any who
she can turned to sherlock holmes holmes and watson are headed to
america where they must dive into the mysterious life of godfrey
norton to learn how and why he died no one is ready for what they
learn the allegro mystery someone lurks in the shadows and is sending
mysterious and haunting letters to the beautiful ballerina
mademoiselle dipin believing her life to be endangered by a ghost from
her past she bursts into the study of 221b to plead with sherlock
holmes for aid can sherlock holmes and doctor watson find and expose
her ghost before something terrible happens to their client the game
is afoot

Sherlock Holmes and The Scarlet Thread of
Murder 2015-10-05
old books get new doodles it s the classics as you ve never seen them
before a hilarious new series that brings the classics to life with
illustrations by jack noel perfect for 7 9 year olds and fans of tom
gates wimpy kid and dav pilkey and sherlock holmes solve a spooky



mystery with holmes and watson but beware of the dog

Sherlock Holmes and the Hound of the
Baskervilles (Comic Classics) 2021-11-11
a lost chapter in the holmes canon finally appears as dr watson
recounts the mystery behind the tragic death of his beloved mary
morstan join him as he attempts to bring a murderer to justice along
the way readers will encounter old friends and enemies from several of
the other stories leading to a startling conclusion that may baffle
even sherlock holmes

Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of the
Tainted Canister 2014-03-19
mr sherlock holmes i am or was lady juliet armstrong baroness
crestwell having been murdered i am deceased and require your
assistance thus begins the strangest partnership in the long career of
sherlock holmes brash and bold silly and sassy lady armstrong will not
let a simple thing like death stop her from seeking the help of the
great detective to solve the mystery of her untimely demise sherlock
holmes and the glamorous ghost is the brainchild of author harry
demaio creator of the famous octavius bear adventure series join the
glamorous ghost holmes and watson on a wild tour of comic lighthearted
mysteries of madcap mystical mischief and mayhem

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and The
Glamorous Ghost - Book 1 2023-01-23
retold in graphic novel form sherlock holmes investigates the gruesome
murder by harpoon of a very unpleasant former sea captain known as
black peter includes a section explaining holmes s reasoning and the
clues he used to solve the mystery

#11 Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of Black
Peter 2012-03-01
the new sherlock holmes novel from the new york times bestselling
author of the age of odin it is 1890 and in the days before christmas
sherlock holmes and dr john watson are visited at baker street by a
new client eve allerthorpe eldest daughter of a grand but somewhat
eccentric yorkshire based dynasty is greatly distressed as she
believes she is being haunted by a demonic christmas spirit her late
mother told her terrifying tales of the sinister black thurrick and



eve is sure that she has seen the creature from her bedroom window
what is more she has begun to receive mysterious parcels of birch
twigs the black thurrick s calling card eve stands to inherit a
fortune if she is sound in mind but it seems that something or someone
is threatening her sanity holmes and watson travel to the allerthorpe
family seat at fellscar keep to investigate but soon discover that
there is more to the case than at first appeared there is another
spirit haunting the family and when a member of the household is found
dead the companions realise that no one is beyond suspicion

Sherlock Holmes and the Christmas Demon
2019-10-22
retold in graphic novel form sherlock holmes investigates a report of
a young wife sucking the blood from her infant son includes a section
explaining holmes s reasoning and the clues he used to solve the
mystery

Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of the Sussex
Vampire 2010-08-01
sherlock holmes and doctor john watson are returning to london from
bucharest after the great detective has interceded in a delicate
matter relating to the rumanian royal house as they depart from
bucharest they receive their mail forwarded from london doctor watson
opens a distressing letter from his niece mina now living in budapest
with her young husband janos a newly qualified lawyer it seems that
the young man has not returned from a business assignment in
transylvania holmes advises that he and watson should postpone their
return to baker street watson wires ahead and they are met at the
station by mina and her friend lucy westenra holmes is duly intrigued
by their stay overnight at the home of dr westenra in the grounds of
the asylum of which dr westenra is the administrator holmes suspects
that letters from the young lawyer may have been forged or written
under duress next day they set off for castle dracula

Sherlock Holmes and the Affair in Transylvania
2011-10-07
investigating a crooked tabloid magnate sherlock holmes is drawn
across the continent dr watson has never been much of an angler and he
is perplexed when sherlock holmes invites him on a scottish fishing
expedition come if convenient reads the telegram if not come anyway a
few years after his near death experience at the hands of moriarty the
great detective is restless if any man needs a vacation it is sherlock



holmes but watson knows better than to expect a peaceful fishing trip
as it happens holmes has dragged watson to scotland not for the
fishing but for a party the celebration is hosted by john moxton an
american muckraker who has recently expanded his tabloid empire across
the pond when his paper the clarion turns out to be one step ahead of
holmes in investigating a baffling series of crimes the detective
suspects that moxton isn t just breaking the news he s making it

Sherlock Holmes and the Tomb of Terror 2000
holmes and watson are plunged into the secret underworld of 1925
london where a serial killer of musical gay men is afoot the killer
has a little list and sherlock is on it why and what have the
bloomsbury group and the diogenes club got to do with anything thanks
to royal jelly holmes is a fit 71 year old who has lost his interest
in bees and returned to detecting he s not quite as sharp as he used
to be but he s still pretty sharp and a bit of a vigilante in his old
age he meets up with his colleague and friend dr john hamish watson a
72 year old not quite so fit at all twice widower who hankers after
the good old days of derring do they are joined by their excitable new
housekeeper at 221b baker street the brilliant buxom miss lily hudson
and are helped in their work by jasper lestrade of scotland yard the
ambitious respectful son of the late george lestrade

Sherlock Holmes and the Alice in Wonderland
Murders 2015-07-28
sherlock holmes is missing dr watson receives a cursed note summoning
him to the city of milan in his plight he turns to the one person who
can help him mycroft holmes secret agent and eternally concerned elder
brother mycroft has to team up with dr watson and fellow agent
victoria trevor to follow sherlock s trail and stand against the dark
forces that threaten his life

The Final Tales of Sherlock Holmes - Volume 1
2014-04-15
a call from an old comrade has holmes chasing a reported agent of
satan between the towering tors and bottomless bogs of dartmoor only
to find the limits of his own confidence and his public s esteem only
watson stands his friend but even his patience is stretched sherlock s
retreat to the bees of sussex serves only to show him that his skills
are unique and are desperately needed elsewhere on returning to london
holmes finds malign forces have been bringing ridicule to his doorstep
in this tale the great sleuth is brought to life uniquely in



expressive verse a favourite form of the author who loves the language
of sherlock holmes and the menacing moors

Mycroft Holmes and the Adventure of the Desert
Wind 2017-10-25
it s the year 1906 rumours abound that a deadly plot is hatching not
in the fog ridden back alleys of london s limehouse district or the
sinister devon moors of the hound of the baskervilles but in faraway
peking holmes s task discover whether such a plot exists and if so
foil it but are the assassins targeting the young and progressive ch
ing emperor or his imperious aunt the fearsome empress dowager cixi
the murder of either could spark a civil war the fate of china and the
interests of britain s vast empire in the orient could be at stake
holmes and watson take up the mission with their customary confidence
until they find they are no longer in the familiar landscapes of
edwardian england instead they tumble into the alice in wonderland
world of the forbidden city

Sherlock Holmes and The Menacing Moors
2015-07-21
in march 1882 when john watson is invited to edinburgh to visit his
cousin the eminent dr patrick watson he convinces holmes to accompany
him on what he believes will be a relaxing holiday but where sherlock
holmes tends to go then surely a crime must be detected what begins as
a chance encounter of a seemingly simple mystery at an edinburgh home
soon takes holmes and watson in to conflict with the edinburgh police
an investigation involving murder and corruption and crossing paths
with the local populace including dr joseph bell as holmes works more
closely with a young edinburgh constable on the case it causes watson
to question not only his own position but his very relationship with
sherlock holmes

Sherlock Holmes and The Nine-Dragon Sigil
2016-11-07
barry day always captures the flavor of conan doyle and always comes
up with a new fresh plot the sherlockian times sherlock holmes can
tell the woman pacing outside of 221b baker street is an actress she
mutters to herself and practices gestures in preparation for her
meeting with the world famous detective it s a matter of life death
and theater flora adler has come on behalf of her father the american
impresario florenz adler who turned times square into a circus staged
wagner in the grand canyon and has come to england to rebuild



shakespeare s globe theatre this last is a magnificent dream but
anonymous threats have turned it into a nightmare a series of notes
adorned with quotations from the bard suggest that something terrible
will happen at the venue s inaugural performance when none other than
queen victoria will be in attendance to save queen and country as well
as the english stage holmes is taking on shakespeare

Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Edinburgh
Haunting 2012-10-09
it is early 1916 and the world is at war sherlock holmes is well into
his spy persona as altamont following the capture of the german spy
von bork at the opening of the great war watson is called to london by
mycroft holmes and is asked to join sherlock who has infiltrated the
irish volunteers war within the united kingdom could deal a decisive
blow to the war effort and holmes must find out the rebels plans and
if possible stop the rebellion which appears imminent he has need of
watson once again

Sherlock Holmes and the Shakespeare Globe
Murders 2015-07-28
the baker street legend meets the mythic american west in a newly
discovered 1894 tale of dastardly deeds and dire peril holmes finds
himself called to the parched pinelands of minnesota to help save the
great northern railroad from being set afire and to investigate
threats against the railroad s magnate by the red demon

Sherlock Holmes and the Irish Rebels 2011-11-23
mr sherlock holmes i am or was lady juliet armstrong baroness
crestwell having been murdered i am deceased and require your
assistance thus began the strangest partnership in the long career of
sherlock holmes in book one of this series we met the brash and bold
silly and sassy lady armstrong who wouldn t let a simple thing like
death stop her from seeking the help of the great detective in solving
the mystery of her violent and untimely demise further adventures
followed and now in book two she and her dog pookie have become
frequent companions to holmes watson and yes mrs hudson sherlock
holmes and the glamorous ghost is the brainchild of author harry
demaio creator of the of the famous octavius bear adventure series
once again join us for more comic and lighthearted mysteries of madcap
mystical mischief and mayhem



Sherlock Holmes and the Red Demon 1997-07
sherlock holmes looks on idle and infuriated from the sidelines while
evil has whitechapel in the grip of fear evil which bears the infamous
name of jack the ripper a name set to raise the hackles on people s
necks for generations to come a fearful officialdom has declared
sherlock persona non grata but is suffering the wrath of public
opinion for its failure to bring the murderer to justice sherlock
suspects there is more to this ritual of death being performed on
london s darkened streets and makes plans for his own inquiry after an
ancient brotherhood makes contact stanza by stanza the reader is
stirringly swept along as allan mitchell s rhythmic rhymes carry
sherlock holmes and doctor watson toward their electrifying encounter
with the menacing monk

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes and the
Glamorous Ghost - Book 2 2022-11-01
sherlock holmes and dr watson travel to the bleak wastes of dartmoor
to solve the mystery surrounding the late sir charles baskerville and
a ghostly hound

Sherlock Holmes and the Menacing Monk
2017-01-10
i think my wife might be right i am going slightly mad hounded is an
escape from the anxiety of reaching a half century written during the
pandemic of 2020 and into the spring of 2021 during which comedy
writer vince stadon experienced every film tv audio drama spoken word
reading documentary stage play pastiche graphic novel animation kids
cartoon and pc game version of the hound of the baskervilles a quirky
funny and unique memoir about spectral hounds consulting detectives
panic attacks and way too many cats hounded is a bewildered middle
aged man s silly odyssey through a binge experience of every
conceivable version of sir arthur conan doyle s celebrated novel as
the world darkens and he gleefully immerses himself in the fiction of
the fog drenched mystery vince stadon undertakes a marathon of the
most famous sherlock holmes story of them all he makes deductions
adopts disguises sends anonymous beware the moor letters to canadians
steals footwear learns sherlock holmes s favoured martial art and he
tracks the hound across the melancholy moor during those dark hours
when the forces of evil are exalted along the way vince remembers his
childhood tries to understand his mysterious and troubled father gets
to grip with chronic anxiety and strives to keep sane and calm during
a pandemic written in tweets poems songs extracts from proposed 80 s



hollywood blockbuster action films prog rock lyrics very silly stage
plays and far too many irrelevant and irreverent footnotes hounded is
the funniest book you ll ever read about a bloody big ghost hound that
s dogged a man all his life a ridiculous number of footnotes

Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Hound of
the Baskervilles 1980
in one of sherlock holmes most harrowing cases the crown jewels are
stolen from the tower of london just days before queen victoria s
diamond jubilee in the race against the clock to retrieve the precious
gems to save from national embarrassment holmes finds that the case to
be more complex and infinitely more dangerous than it first appeared

Hounded 2021-12-16
london 1895 a well known author a theoretical invention made real and
the importance of a sometimes overlooked clue challenge holmes and
watson to prevent the perfect crime

Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of the Winged
Ghost 2014-01-15
james mccarthy is the only suspect in his father s murder yet sherlock
holmes and james s childhood friend alice turner believe he is
innocent can holmes unveil the real story behind the murder in
boscombe valley in time

Sherlock Holmes and the Discarded Cigarette
2012-01-09
1894 the monstrous hound of the baskervilles has been dead for five
years along with its no less monstrous owner the naturalist jack
stapleton sir henry baskerville is living contentedly at baskerville
hall with his new wife audrey and their young son harry until that is
audrey s lifeless body is found on the moors drained of blood it would
appear some fiendish creature is once more at large on dartmoor and
has like its predecessor targeted the unfortunate baskerville family
sherlock holmes and dr watson are summoned to sir henry s aid and our
heroes must face a marauding beast that is the very stuff of
nightmares



#10 Sherlock Holmes and the Boscombe Valley
Mystery 2011-09-01
this is a collection of the first three stories written by the english
author dick gillman in these stories he introduces the character of
julia moriarty holmes and watson become acutely aware of her existence
in 1894 in the story aptly recorded by watson as that of the shadow of
james moriarty shopping for a christmas gift for holmes exposes watson
to an underworld that he had hoped had disappeared with the death of
james moriarty the new year brings even greater peril as an attempt is
made on holmes s life and once again the shadow of james moriarty
seems to be reaching out revenge is clearly the motive but who is
seeking to finally destroy holmes in order to solve the mystery holmes
must offer his life in order to attempt a grand deception in the
second story watson goes on to describe how their paths cross again in
1897 when holmes investigates the tragic case of the highgate magician
the mysterious disappearance on stage of a magician s assistant is the
beginning of a case that draws holmes and watson into the world of
international intrigue a german pianist a diplomat working as an aide
to the kaiser is enraged by holmes s activities during the
investigation however this chance meeting inadvertently saves holmes
from certain death a secret deal struck by the british government with
an old foe threatens to tear sherlock and mycroft apart only holmes s
unique skills of observation and deduction coupled with swift action
can halt a very public assassination and avert war in europe in 1899
watson recounts the case of the severed finger in which julia moriarty
reveals her truly ruthless nature this in turn leads holmes to
describe her as the very embodiment of evil holmes and watson s
evening is disturbed by a gruesome find by cabbie henry wiggins a
cryptic note and a freshly severed finger trigger a desperate search
for its owner mycroft is summoned when the involvement of julia
moriarty is discovered holmes has a bitter encounter with moriarty and
must now balance an arms shipment to a potential enemy against a man s
life it appears that julia moriarty has finally defeated holmes but
all may not be as it seems

Sherlock Holmes and the Abbey School Mystery
2004
meet ratio holmes he s not really the great great grandson of the
fictional character sherlock holmes but all the other kids seem to
think he is now he s a detective whether he likes it or not still he s
creative good at thinking through facts and has a wicked smart best
friend jinju together they might make great detectives after all ratio
holmes has no intention of continuing detective work after his first



case that is until a green backpack an art competition and a friend in
need come together jimmy called james has been accused of vandalizing
another artist s painting even with jinju s help it won t be easy for
ratio to prove his friend s innocence to the satisfaction of the
longtides elementary art teacher ratio s mom

Sherlock Holmes and The Beast of the Stapletons
2020-10-13

Sherlock Holmes and The Julia Moriarty Trilogy
2015-07-21

Ratio Holmes and the Case of the Blue Stripe
Vandal 2020-11-04
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